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Motivation
Signature recognition [1] is a form of biometric recognition [2] that distinguishes
people  by  their  handwritten  signatures.  Signature  recognition  can  be  used  to
identify users  as  well  as  to  recognize if  signatures  are genuine or forged using
different feature derivation and matching mechanisms [3-6]. This thesis deals with
recognition of digital signatures drawn on screens of mobile devices [7-9], e.g. to
authorize mobile banking transactions. We are interested in different aspects, such
as  a)  if  there  is  a  significant  degradation when the  finger  is  used  instead  of  a
capacitive pencil to draw the signature, b) if signatures can be used across different
mobile devices  without  causing degradation, and c)  how well  forged signatures
(=created by someone else) can be detected. This thesis contains significant data
analysis and machine learning parts. It is advised to do a thesis related project in
the MC520 Applied Machine Learning in Mobile Environments course in the 1st

MCM semester. With good performance this thesis can provide the possibility to
write a paper for a scientific conference (in combination with MC601 Scientific Working in the 3rd semester).

Goals
• A literature review should be done, covering existing signature recognition approaches in general as well as

specifically for the mobile domain (preprocessing, feature derivation, matching, and results).
• A suitable signature recognition approach should be selected and prototypically implemented to answer the

questions of aspect a)-c) above using a publicly available signature database.
• If no public database suits this purpose a mobile signature database should be recorded. The DB should contain

multiple samples of signatures from different users and attempts to fake other signatures (both finger and pen,
different mobile devices). Creating a small signature recording Android App will be part of this goal.

• The final, fine tuned, and evaluated signature recognition approach should be implemented as Android App.

Research questions
• Which signature recognition approaches are suitable for mobile signature recognition? 
• How strong do recognition results change when signatures are drawn with fingers/capacitive pen?
• How strong is recognition performance degraded when using the approach across different mobile devices?
• How well can forged signatures of differently skilled/informed attackers be detected?
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